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Mystical Experience

God’s Cosmic Order & Gift of Peace (Part II)
Robert Campbell*

Abstract
My comic experience presented a clear distinction between the observed Veil of Form and
perception of the physical reality made of atoms. The Forms of external experience were
experienced as a transparent veil in relation to the vast boundlessness of the Void. It was
presented this way because I was in a direct one to one relationship with God which transcends
the Void and the entire physical world. The physical world was not directly relevant to the
experiences shared with God. The veil of form was a unique creation of my mind from my
personal perspective shared with God that was distinct from physical atoms. The veil of forms
came and went depending on the intensity of the experiences explicitly orchestrated by God. The
veil nevertheless gave the experiences context. God visually demonstrated complementary
resonant patterns and the Void was polarized. I was filled with His presence and the one word
“God.” At His will the archetypal Jesus appeared above me as a harmonized life sized energy
pattern outlined in glowing light. It descended into me, paused, and passed through me. It left me
with a feeling of profound peace.
Part II of two-part article includes: Social Implications and Facing Death; The Terms of System
3 in Human Activities; Another Look at how System 3 Transforms; Another Look at how
System 3 Transforms; Expressive and Regenerative Modes; Biospheric Resonance; Approaching
System 4; The Universal Hierarchy of System 4; The Skeleton of System 4; The Archetypal
Jesus; and A Related Event.
Keywords: God, revelation, cosmic order, veil of form, gift of peace.

Social Implications and Facing Death
There were some awesome realizations associated with deciphering the Universal Terms as they
related to the Particular Terms. To have the identity between Form and Void demonstrated by the
Supreme Being is itself an awesome experience. It is also a private experience. However
translating this into the realm of Atomic Physics and Cosmology brings it into the public domain.
It becomes a new approach to the whole of science that modifies and reinterprets the work of
giants such as Planck, Einstein, de Broglie, Bohr, Schrodinger and other founders of modern
physics. Moreover it goes beyond the physical sciences to the biological sciences, to the human
nervous system, to the workings of the brain, and evolution theory. The immensity of it and its
possible consequences began to dawn more fully on my rational left brain intellect.
*
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Language began to come into it that bridged the two hemispheres of the brain. That made it a
humanly holistic experience with profound social significance for the future of human
civilization. What was this task that I began for the sake of my personal understanding? I had to
make sense of that first cosmic experience and those that followed to this point for the sake of
my own mental balance. But the potential social consequences were profoundly scary.
Who was I to let loose on the world the contents of this Pandora’s Box in explicit language that
challenged everyone’s cherished beliefs in addition to the foundations of all of the sciences? I
had no intention of writing a book for publication. I disliked writing. But the hand written pages
were piling up. Could I or should I keep it a secret? The last thing I wanted was to become the
focus of global scrutiny if I ever published a book. I had been working at it every waking hour,
sixteen hours a day. It was on my mind all the time. I had quit my profession with disregard for
my financial and social future. The tension in my mind, although tolerable, opened my
perceptions into the dynamics of the whole of creation as I searched constantly for language. But
I was suddenly stricken with the possible social consequences. It wasn’t personal any more.
The ragged energies of our normal social milieu are cataclysmic in their implications. The
Suffering Face of Humanity is at serious risk and facing impending disaster. The more I found
language the more I felt this impact. This work was not some intellectual contrivance of mine in
left brain language that I could pride myself on in the academic community. It was not an
academic exercise. It was profoundly real in a cosmic sense.
I was like the Pirahã natives in the Amazon1 who will believe nothing unless it comes from
direct personal experience and who thus have no history beyond living memory. It concerned the
direct revealed experience of Supreme Reality and it embraced the whole of space and time. It
was not a belief contrived in language that I or anyone could disagree with. There were no
alternate structural possibilities. It affected every human being on the planet. And who would
believe that all of this came directly from God? I would be socially crucified. Jesus was
physically crucified for similar reasons. Everyone has culturally conditioned private belief
systems based on language that they believe is true for everyone. People are not receptive to
having their frameworks of understanding threatened whether they are real or not. They are the
basis of their perceived reality.
There were spells when I was stricken by fear at the universal implications of what I was doing.
Those awesome hemispheres were trembling on the verge of instability and I could not avoid
some personal responsibility for that slender sliver of light holding them in balance. I would drop
the work and go for a walk along the lonely road by the lake. It was overhung with trees with no
houses or traffic and there was a marshy area where the frogs croaked at night. In the day time
there were birds and the sound of waves against the shore. It helped to connect with nature.
There was a pub in a village area not too far away where I went once just to be near people. I
was sitting at a small table slowly sipping a glass of beer. It was a busy place where young
1

https://indiancountrymedianetwork.com/news/the-amazons-pirah-peoples-secret-to-happiness-never-talk-of-thepast-or-future/
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people met. I was tall, fit, reasonably handsome, and although 38 I could pass for a decade
younger. I was soon talking with an attractive young woman who sat down across the table. My
mind was open to the whole cosmic order and I struggled to carry on a normal conversation. The
subject matter was far removed from my cosmic concerns. After a few minutes she felt uneasy
and returned to sit with her friends. I felt badly that I had caused her to feel uncomfortable and I
left the pub shortly afterwards. I was outside the pale of humanity.
Several times during this period of deep concern over the universal implications of what I was
doing I would find myself reduced to a heap on the floor of the cottage. Crippling energies
immobilized me. They rendered me helpless on the floor gazing into dark energies of the Void
which lost much of its silvery sheen. I lay there for several hours at a time, anticipating death. I
was facing death, expecting it any moment. There was no fear or trauma associated. The
Supreme Being sustained me there on the brink of death.
Each time it happened there was no possibility to rationalize that it had happened before. Each
time I was facing the reality of imminent death without trauma or upset. Then after a few hours it
would suddenly be over. I would feel refreshed as if there had been a correction. I would spend a
day or so in quiet reflection or reading then return to the task with a slightly different perspective
on what I was working on at the time. It happened both when I was working on System 3 and
later when I was working on System 4.

The Terms of System 3 in Human Activities
I had initially conceived of System 3 in terms of human activities and I will review it again from
this perceptive in the hope that it will clarify a few points. The Means, Goal and Consequence
triad that had fired my mind initially had to resolve into two alternate modes if it is to be
consistent with System 2. System 3 had to be a nested structural elaboration of System 2 to
satisfy the requirements of Universal Wholeness. I came to realize that the Means term had two
Universal aspects that worked coherently together with the Goal and Consequence and that this
was related to System 4 also.
The Goal and Consequence are the two Particular Terms described above and represented in both
top and bottom of Figure 5. In a cosmic sense the Goal of all activity is to reconcile the Universal
Inside with the Universal Outside. We have subjective ideas Inside that we strive to realize
through our objective commitments to behaviour Outside. In language that I adopted later the
Routine and the Form are coalesced as the content of the Idea implicit in the memory. This
coalesced triad is a quantum element of technique. The memories of how we thus make our
commitments are coalesced as quantum elements of the Void. This is illustrated by the Particular
Set in the top half of Figure 5.
The System 3 memories are subject to recall into Form where the three active interfaces of Idea,
Routine and Form are mutually separate yet intimately linked. This is illustrated in the bottom
half of Figure 5. We remember how to walk and talk and drive a car. Once they are learned we
can recall and repeat them in any context. We have an Idea and express it through a Routine of
talking to give the Idea explicit Form that others can understand. Or we express the Idea as a
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Routine of action such as walking that gives Form to our trip to the corner store. I came to
understand this intuitively without these same words. My intuition was guided by the first
intense cosmic experiences that were seared in my mind.

Another Look at how System 3 Transforms
All primary hydrogen atoms behave the same. About three quarters of the universe is hydrogen.
The synthesis of the higher elements takes place through nuclear fusion in the centers of stars
through a secondary System 32 that is synchronous with the primary System 3.
Primary hydrogen is the largest atom and the lightest of all the elements. When they fuse to
produce Helium and so on the volume of each heavier atom contracts space. Space is defined by
the internal spherical volume of the primary atom with respect to the external linear distance that
light can transmit in each still frame. This fixed distance is a quantum element of space. There is
no other universal measuring rod out there. It is about 4.56 ten millionths of a meter. Each still
frame defines a Primary Interval of Time that is easily calculated as 1.519x10-16 seconds
consistent with zero angular orbital momentum in the first hydrogen orbit.
Biological evolution is nested within the physical creation on planets that happen to have
conditions suitable for life. This structurally corresponds to System 4 which is a nested
elaboration of System 3. System 3 concerns the cosmic evolution of the physical universe.
System 4 concerns biological evolution nested within the physical universe.3 The evolutionary
process is not an emergent property of physics as mainstream science would have us believe.
The One unique Universal Term of System 3 has universal access to the energies of the Void. It
assimilates and recalls the quantum energies of the Void into physical Forms such as atoms,
molecules, suns and planets. There is enormous momentum behind the process that renders it
virtually automatic. The heavens are dominated by cyclic motions that perpetuate their orbs
within orbs in largely predicable patterns that are accessible to mathematical treatment except on
a cosmic scale. The Supreme Being and cosmic order are not reducible to algorithm.
The Universal Term illustrated by the Universal Set in the top half of Figure 5 prescribes a timelike progression from Idea to Routine to Form. The collective Universal Idea, Center 1, is All
the Particular open Photon energy interfaces that are the conjugate reciprocals of all atoms in the
universe together with Systems 4 and higher memory Terms nested within the universe. The
Center 1 of the Universal Set in the top half of Figure 5 thus embraces All as a boundless unity.
In this sense it is the Void.
With the time-like progression to Routine(2) in the top half of Figure 5 this Universal Term
routinely transforms into the alternate Universal Term in the bottom half of Figure 5. On a

2
3

http://www.cosmic-mindreach.com/Cosmology.html.
http://www.cosmic-mindreach.com/Three-Brains.html.
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cosmic scale this happens very quickly, more than ten million billion times a second, 4 consistent
with the Primary Interval of Time. The Universal Form(3) interface turns around in the bottom
half of Figure 5. It perceptually transposes to face the Routine(2) interface that has the Idea(1)
interface inside it facing back at the Form(3) interface. The Routine interface thus identifies the
Idea inside it with the Form outside it.
In other words the sequential time-like sequence of the one Universal Term gathers appropriate
quantum energies from the Void for the next still projection of Form then it transforms into the
alternate Universal Term that defines a subjective aspect distinct from an objective aspect. This
Term coheres with the three intimately related Forms of the Particular Terms linking them in
pairs as in the bottom half of Figure 5. It thus defines a Universal Inside and a Universal Outside
to each closed member of each triad everywhere at once.
The Inside and Outside are balanced between the three members of the triad and the triad of
Form is balanced with the quantum equivalent. The awesome Cosmic Hemispheres from which
all creation derives are balanced accordingly.5
In a human activity this provides a means of using a Routine to make the Form with feedback
from the Form to the Idea. The Idea achieves an identity with the Form via the Routine. The
artist uses the Routine of applying paint to the canvas until the Form taking shape on the canvas
matches his Idea. The sculptor uses a Routine of chipping away at the stone until a Form
emerges consistent with his Idea. Human actions are structurally self-similar with cosmic
actions.

Expressive and Regenerative Modes
In a couple of months I had the skeleton of System 3 outlined, although refinements to it relating
to details of Atomic Theory, Cosmology and Quantum Relativity came much later. I realized
however that there had to be synchronous secondary and tertiary homologues to the primary
System 3 to account for fusion processes in the centres of stars that create the elements heavier
than hydrogen and also to create the molecular chemistry associated with planets. I began to see
that there had to be a Regenerative Mode to Systems 3 and 4 as well as an Expressive Mode.
For example things that we use in daily life need maintenance and eventual replacement. We
have to clean, repair, and at some point replace clothing, buildings, cars and so on. We use them
to give Expression to our lives but as the need arises we need to Regenerate them. I thus chose
these two words to describe two modes to both System 3 and System 4.
I did not fully realize how this worked with the atom yet, but I knew it was associated with the
neutron. The neutron is essentially a primary atom of hydrogen that is collapsed into a neutral
particle the same size and very slightly heavier than a proton. They are in the nucleus of all the
4

The Primary Interval of Time is 1.519x10-16 seconds. It derives from the basics of atomic theory at
http://www.cosmic-mindreach.com/Atomic_structure.html.
5
A diagram of the hemispheres is shown in the article at http://www.cosmic-mindreach.com/Cosmic_Insight.html.
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heavier elements in numbers equal to or greater than the number of protons. In neutrons the
Routine(2) interface turns around or transposes such that it contains the Form(3) interface and
faces the Idea(1) interface. It thus has two down quarks and one up quark. This collapses a
primary atom of hydrogen into a neutron. In doing so it collapses the internal spherical space of
the atom by fifteen orders of magnitude. That is 1,000,000,000,000,000 times. This dimension is
related to the reach of the so-called strong force that holds atomic nuclei together. It also defines
the space of the proton.
Neutron numbers increase in the heaviest elements that have an unstable nucleus. More are
needed in the Regenerative Mode to hold the larger nuclei together. Although I had a general
grasp it was years later before I detailed how and why fusion and fission processes worked this
way and how it related to a new approach to cosmology that necessarily follows.6, 7
Living processes prescribed by System 4 also have Expressive and Regenerative modes. A plant
Expresses itself by growing from a seed. It blooms, goes to seed, and then it dies. Its decayed
body fertilizes the earth after it reseeds itself. The degenerate process of aging and death is
regenerated. The seed is the germ of a new plant. This is similar in a way to how the neutron is
essentially a compacted atom that contracts space and time to assist in the creation of heavier
atoms. The seed is a Regenerative Mode of the whole plant. The neutron is a Regenerative Mode
that is essential to the creation of heavier elements.
Regenerative Modes exhibit specific structures such as neutrons or seeds. They are not always
easy to identify and our left brain language hemisphere has a creative flair. We have a natural
tendency to try to bridge the gap between Self and Other with language. It makes us feel whole.
And that feeling of unity can be very seductive in a variety of ways that can lead us astray, just
as the feeling of sexual union can lead people down the garden path if they are not careful. It
does not have to be that way of course. There are just social implications.
Even though I was suspicious of language and very cautious about assigning words, there were
times when I wandered off the track or came to an obstacle. Although my mind was open to the
whole cosmic order, language still tried to have its exclusive way sometimes. The transverse
tension gave me intuitive access but I needed words.
On a few occasions I would find myself reduced to a heap on the floor by crippling energies
again. I was held there for hours at a time gazing into the Void and facing imminent death
without fear or trauma. It always ended leaving me feeling refreshed. Then after a short spell of
reflection things began to fall better into place.
It was nevertheless years before I discovered how specific structures in the human nervous
system anatomy accommodate Regenerative Modes in behaviour. These structures, including
neuromuscular spindles, the vestibular kinocilium, and others allow a simulation of corrective
action that anticipates a future result. In fact our cerebral capacity to draw on memory to
formulate future plans in language is regenerative. This allows the human nervous system to
6
7

http://www.cosmic-mindreach.com/Atomic_structure.html.
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span and integrate past and future, space and time. We are more than behaviourally conditioned
robots. The anatomy of neuromuscular spindles was researched in the late 19th century and yet
this Regenerative capacity to simulate a desired action sequence in advance of enacting it is still
not recognized. The current paradigm of science inhibits it.

Biospheric Resonance
On one of the disturbing occasions when I was puzzling over the Universal implications of
System 4, I went for a walk along the lonely road by the shore. It was late at night. I found the
global implications disquieting. I was just walking along for some peace with the croaking frogs
in the swamp lending some background. It is fine to have one’s mind in the cosmos as long as
one’s feelings are grounded with one’s feet on solid Earth.
My feet suddenly stopped and I was gazing into the awesome Void with my intuition controlled
by God as always. It was a familiar beginning to another awesome demonstration. The quantum
energies of the Void bifurcated into an enormous sphere that I intuitively knew represented the
planet Earth. I was looking at the huge grey sphere as if suspended in space with the top of the
sphere slightly above eye level. The veil of form was still slightly visible a little behind the mid
coronal plane through my body as I stood suspended on the lip of eternity with the planet
represented in front. Then very complex energy transformations began on opposite sides of the
planet near the bottom and rose around the periphery of the planet toward the top. It was a
progressive historical representation.
The energy transformations complemented each other on opposite sides of the planet. The
complements were very complex in the way they worked. They involved the whole evolutionary
process on the planet as the biosphere biologically and culturally evolved from the beginning. It
was historically represented from the bottom of the planet with the energies on opposite sides
moving progressively toward the top. The complementary patterns on opposite sides of the
planet were balancing and integrating historical events. Many complementary events were
implied and a few were intuitively indicated as specific examples. The message was the process
of how the biosphere of the planet resonates as an operating field for the whole evolutionary
process. I called it Biospheric Resonance.
For example the linear Indo-European languages of the West are complemented by the holistic
Sino-Tibetan languages of the Far East that evolved with the human migration out of Africa,
while the sub-Saharan language have characteristics of both.8 I also later discovered a host of
biological complements in the natural and fossil record. For example the marsupial mammals of
Australian have placental counterparts that have influenced their mutual evolution even though
they have not evolved from common ancestral stock. The sea cow of America is similar to the
dugong of Asia even though they are unrelated, and so on. The conquests that established the
Persian Empire from the East for two centuries were reversed by Alexander the Great from the
West for two centuries. The Muslim conquests Eastward were reversed by the Mongol conquests
Westward. There are many examples of complementary patterns in a variety of ways that
8

http://www.cosmic-mindreach.com/Language_3Races.html
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exploited the exploration of the operating field of the planet. The individualistic capitalist
Western mentality was balanced by the Eastern collective mentality of communism, and so on.
This tangled complexity of complementary patterns that evolved on opposite sides of the planet
moved up and met at the top of the planet into a searing seam of bright light that projected
straight up into the heavens as far as I could see. The complementary patterns are being
historically integrated into a consummate realization of the whole cosmic order. It left me
standing there on the lonely road amazed. The frogs were still croaking unconcerned.
It took years to discover some of the many implications of that awesome realization. It is clear
that we must bring our three brains to a sustainable balance with one another and with the
biosphere. Our spiritual destiny as individuals depends on it, as does the ultimate survival of
human civilization. I could sense the fate of the Suffering Face of Humanity swinging in the
balance with that glistening sliver of light between the cosmic hemispheres.
This implicitly requires that we must intuitively recognize the Universality of the Cosmic Order
and how it works. Only through this Right Brain holistic insight into the nature of Universal
Wholeness can we ever hope to individually or collectively bring our Left Brain social
commitments into harmony with the cosmic order through which we have emotionally evolved.
Our ancestral evolutionary roots are hardwired into our Limbic Brain. The human situation on
the planet is irreversibly anchored to this biological fact. No one is exempt. We are responsible
for and to the biosphere.

Approaching System 4
9

System 4 was a major challenge. I was able to illustrate how the active interfaces mutually
related as a whole within each Term. This was relatively easy. It was not so easy to see which
active interface was which in each Term however. The correct numbering of each Center in each
Term was essential. Nor was it easy to see where each Term fit in each of the nine positions. Nor
was it easy to see how their mutual relationship implicitly defined the meaning of each Term in
relation to the whole. It was yet another challenge to see how the Term transformations of three
Particular Sets through the Six Term Sequence meaningfully related to one another, while
accommodating both Expressive and Regenerative Modes.
It was essential that the Particular Term transformation sequences had to be regulated by the
Universal Term transformation sequences so that they would all work synchronously as a whole.
Although it was not initially apparent that there were two Universal Sets, there had to be if
System 4 was to be a consistent nested elaboration of System 3. One Universal Set was Primary.
And the other Universal Set was Secondary. The Primary Set was Unique or One. The
Secondary Universal Set was Many with respect to the One Primary Set. This was a requirement
of Universal Wholeness that was a consistent elaboration of both Systems 2 and System 3.
For example I realized later that the Primary Universal Set represents the Archetype of the
Human Species, (the Suffering Face) while the Secondary Universal Set is the Personal
9

A description of the Terms is at http://www.cosmic-mindreach.com/System4Terms.html.
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Archetype associated with each Particular Human Being. It applies to any species. In fact it
applies anywhere in the universe. The two archetypes cohere together to integrate the Particular
Term transformations that relate to the specifics of ongoing circumstance for each person.
Chemical signalling between the body’s Cells is part of the process but this must be
spontaneously and synchronously orchestrated between the body’s many Organs according to the
distributed energy needs of the Host on demand. This is beyond the reach of chemistry.10

The Universal Hierarchy of System 4
I had originally called Term 9 the Renewed Perception of the Field because there is always an
operating field. This Term is a Universal time-like hierarchical succession with the four active
interfaces nested inside one another. This is consistent with the Idea to Routine to Form
succession in the Universal Term of System 3. The additional active interface in System 4 was
designated as Knowledge so that Idea(1) → Knowledge(2) → Routines(3) → Forms(4). This
is Term 9 as shown in Figure 2a. The four words must be interpreted in context.
At the time I related the hierarchy to four levels in a business organization as follows:
1. The top Manager’s Work integrates the Company Idea. It gives direction to the
2. Knowledge implicit in infrastructure cycles of Administrative Work which directs
3. Supervisory Work with product cycle Routines that commit resources to
4. Functional Work with task cycles that result in final Forms.
I realized that technical Knowledge of how to translate the Company Idea into Form is invested
in the company’s infrastructure and this implicitly gives direction to Supervisory Routines of
committing resources of Equipment, Labour and Material to Product Cycles and this in turn
implicitly gives direction to task cycles at the functional level that results in an explicit Form. A
company hierarchy is more than a series of bosses telling others to do their bidding.
By using these words for each of the four active interfaces in the correct way it was easier to see
the meaning implicitly defined in each of the nine Terms. It was essential that the active
interfaces were numbered correctly in each Term and that when Centers 1 and 2 exchanged
places the Particular Terms changed from Expressive to Regenerative Modes. It is a minor
miracle that it works this way, but it does. Always! These words were another breakthrough.
At the time however I was somehow able to do it in abstraction, thinking only of graduated
levels of active intensity between Light and Darkness. It was difficult work. In retrospect this
confirms that the meaning in language derives from the System, not vice versa.
Acquiring language was a very arduous process. Even when words were found that fit, their
meaning was context dependent. In a different context different words were needed that had selfsimilar characteristics. The System must be related directly to sensory perception of phenomenal
experience because it is more than an intellectual contrivance. It must find direct confirmation in

10

How this works was outlined some 35 years later in several articles on Cell Biology. An analysis of how it
applies to Gene Expression is given at http://www.cosmic-mindreach.com/Gene_Expression.html.
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sensory experience. I was able to decipher it in abstraction because it had been demonstrated
visually and experientially. I had a sensory basis to work from that transcended creation.
The Supreme Being could not communicate it in language. It is necessary for a human being to
experience and intuitively see how it works. It must have practical relevance in a human context.
Those massive Universal Hemispheres must seek Balance between Heaven and Earth through
living creative processes. Reality absolutely depends upon it. All creation derives from those
awesome cosmic hemispheres implicit in System 2 that require a balance between self and other.
Einstein intuitively knew this, unlike many of his colleagues. “I see on the one hand the totality
of sense-experiences, and, on the other, the totality of the concepts and propositions which are
laid down in books. The relations between concepts and propositions among themselves and
each other are of a logical nature, and the business of logical thinking is strictly limited to
the achievement of the connection between concepts and propositions among each other
according to firmly laid down rules, which are the concern of logic. The concepts and
propositions get “meaning,” viz., “content,” only through their connection with senseexperiences. The connection of the latter with the former is purely intuitive, not itself of a logical
nature. The degree of certainty with which this relation, viz., intuitive connection, can
be undertaken, and nothing else, differentiates empty fantasy from scientific “truth.”(From
"Autobiographical Notes," at age 67.11)
Physics has wandered off into a Big Bang bog of conjecture that can never find confirmation in
sensory experience of any kind.

The Skeleton of System 4
I had deciphered System 4 but the resulting language was very obscure. Although it was
incomprehensible to anyone else I nevertheless had the skeleton of System 4 mapped out,
including how the Expressive and Regenerative Modes found mutual reconciliation in the six
Term transformation sequences of three Particular Sets.
This resulted in twelve transformation Steps for each Particular Set to complete both Modes.
Since the transform sequences of the Two Universal Sets took four Particular Steps to complete
this meant that they integrated the Particular Terms in three 4 Step Cycles. Each Cycle contained
all twelve Particular Terms but in different Sets.
It was a couple of decades in the future before I was able to show how the human nervous
system has evolved to meaningfully integrate phenomenal experience synapse by synapse in
precise accord with the three Cycles and twelve sequential Steps of System 4. It hinged on
carefully analysing the anatomy of those tiny muscle spindles that are in the parent muscles
throughout the body and how the gamma motor neurons of the ventral spinal cord initiate a
motor simulation that activates the muscle spindles to simulate an action sequence independently
11

Einstein A., "Autobiographical Notes," in Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist, ed. P. A.Schilpp: Library of Living
Philosophers, Evanston, 1949.
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of the parent muscle. The muscle spindles actually enact a simulated action sequence
independently of the parent muscles and this generates sensory proprioceptive feedback to the
spinal cord and brain about the body’s anticipated position in space. We can feel a proprioceptive
sense of how to act in a certain way before we act.

Figure 7
The Universal Transform sequences are not shown.

For example we feel the rhythm to music urging us to dance in a certain way. Or when we lose
our balance we feel a needed corrective action the instant before we take it. A simulated
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anticipation of a desired action is a Regenerative Mode that modifies direct stimulus-response
behaviour. This gives us a degree of free will that spares us from being conditioned robots.
There are a variety of other ways that Regenerative Modes work in our nervous system
apparatus. Indeed language employed by our left hemisphere reasoning abilities simulate long
term plans that direct our personal and collective behaviour on a regular basis.
Although I did not have everything worked out yet I nevertheless I had the skeleton of
everything that was to follow. Some six years after the first cosmic experience I had all this
down on a couple hundred handwritten sheets of paper. There were hundreds more pages in the
waste basket. I was exhausted and still had no inclination to actually write a book for others to
read. No one else could possibly understand what I had done so far. I had to find better words for
my own benefit in any case.

The Archetypal Jesus
I had just finished this difficult task. For many months I had been living and reliving the earlier
cosmic experiences that remained very much alive with me. They are still with me daily but
assimilated into ordinary experience. My mind had been pried open and I had extraordinary
access to profound levels of abstraction that were all embracing, especially during that period of
intensive concentration. Those bottomless wells into the quantum energies of the Void and those
bursts of knowing were related in ways I cannot describe. I knew what I was doing, but I
couldn’t say it in language. I nevertheless had gained a few limited words that provided me with
a firm beginning.
Immediately after I had finished this task I was sleeping one night on my right side. I was in a
deep sleep. I was intentionally awakened by the Supreme Being in the middle of the night. I felt
someone gently touching me on my shoulder, like a Father. As I opened my eyes I could visually
see a fuzzy dark hand of energy reaching out of the Void to touch my shoulder and waken me. It
moved ever so gently like a loving father waking a son. The intuitive impression and feeling of a
loving father filled me.
I rolled onto my back with my head raised slightly on the pillow. The silvery gray energies of
Void were polarized with steely threads radiating everywhere from a small pitch black area that
penetrated through the Void beyond where one corner of the room would be. It was past the
invisible foot of the bed a little to my right. The veil of the room was there around the periphery
in some manner at first. Everything was under His complete control including every cell in my
body. The steely threads permeated me too. Everything was dead still.
Although His presence was visually centered in the pitch black area I also felt His loving
presence touch every point in my being. Every fiber of my being became filled with the one
word “God.” It is the only word that He ever explicitly conveyed to me. It was not a word that I
heard. It was not a voice in my head. The word undeniably permeated my whole being. I was
filled with it in a loving way, like a father to a son. As usual I could have no personal thoughts,
not even the thought that I could not. I could only share in His mind to the extent that He willed.
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Then at His Will the archetypal shape of the body of Jesus took form above where the ceiling
would normally be, perhaps five meters above me, if distance has any meaning except in relation
to my body. It was a little to my left and above where the foot of the bed would be. The veil of
the form of the room was gone. The archetypal form of the body of Jesus was portrayed life size.
It was not three dimensional although there was a certain indication of depth. It was outlined
around its edges in two dimensions by a rim of glowing light. I intuitively knew it was Jesus. His
name didn’t come the way God identified Himself. I simply intuitively shared the knowledge
with God of the identity of Jesus. The archetypal form of Jesus was distinct from God. Jesus was
a terrestrial human. God is comic.
Within the form outlined in glowing light I could both visually see and intuitively sense how the
archetypal energies of Jesus are organized. There were complex silvery gray energy
transformations going on within form of the body that were in immaculately balanced harmony
with themselves and with the Will of God. I could visually see this and feel this. I intuitively
knew this as I shared the realization with God. Jesus balanced the cosmic hemispheres. Then the
archetypal form of Jesus floated down into me like a leaf.
It stopped in an alignment with the mid-coronal plane of my body which I knew was identified
with my personal archetype. While the archetypal form of Jesus was aligned in that position
within the transparent external form of my body there was a bright coalescence of light between
my emotions in the general area of my heart and my left cerebral hemisphere, especially in the
motor sensory areas. I could visually see the coalescence of bright light as an active energy
pattern that linked my left hemisphere to the emotional area of my heart. I also felt it in this
momentary union with Jesus within me. I was still under God’s loving control and I simply
observed it. As it finished the archetypal form of Jesus passed on through me and disappeared
back into the Void. I could visually see it pass through me as if I had total circumferential vision.
It was a shared experience with God that was explicitly orchestrated by Him.
It was over then. The room returned to normal. I was wide awake with heightened awareness
throughout the experience. As it ended I was filled with a feeling of profound peace. I rolled over
onto my left side and went blissfully back to sleep.
It is a difficult thing to interpret. It did not seem to require interpretation. There were no biblical
implications that I could tell. I was still not religious in any traditional sense that can be
described in language. I was not a church goer and I have nothing against those that are. We each
have to find our own way. I do not have to listen to a sermon although I have nothing against
doing so. I do not have to believe in God. I know God directly. This does not make me a superior
or perfected human being. I still have shortcomings at times that I am well aware of. I am not a
messiah. Even the historical Jesus was as common as clay. I was and am the same ordinary man.
And this work could not become another belief system. The method of representing the cosmic
order has to find direct confirmation in phenomenal experience in both the private and public
domains.
It was apparent however that the archetypal Jesus is harmoniously balanced with the cosmic
order and with the Supreme Being. In this sense Jesus represents the evolutionary destiny of
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humanity if we are to survive as a civilization. There was no indication that everyone must
believe that to be “saved” in a dogmatic religious sense. But it did indicate that a harmonious
balance with the whole cosmic order is a condition of spiritual sustainability, whatever one’s
religious persuasion may be. It obviously follows that this is a condition for a constructive life on
planet Earth, or on any planet for that matter. This applies to everyone.

A Related Event
A couple of weeks later, after awakening in bed one morning there was an event that was related
to the experience of Jesus. It was brief yet it made me wonder. Everything was transparent in the
Void as usual and I was aware of God’s presence. Everything on the right side of my personal
archetype turned over so to speak. It was my entire right side to the right of the mid-sagittal
plane that separates the left and right sides of the body. In other words it bisected the two
dimensional mid coronal plane associated with my personal archetype. The entire right side
flipped over 180 degrees. It turned over as if turning a page. That was it. It happened moderately
fast.
I did not notice any immediate subjective difference in my normal daily experience, at least in so
far as I personally had come to experience life. I was still very sensitive and the task of finding
better ways to understand the cosmic order was still with me. I had the basics down however.
One stage had finished and another was about to begin. A page had been turned.
Note: If any readers are interested in assisting the author to develop this work please send an email to
bob@cosmic-mindreach.com. The work is demanding, especially deciphering how System 5
meaningfully integrates the somatic and autonomic divisions of the human nervous system synapse by
synapse. The many articles on my website are simply an introduction to this new universal methodology
that can complement traditional empirical approaches to all of the sciences. It is a new paradigm. The
work although challenging is a rewarding learning experience.

(The End)
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